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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
CDC votes to include COVID shots in the panel of vaccines 4 
recommended for children entering public schools.1 5 
Florida State University procures 51 defibrillators, I understand, 6 
one for each dorm.2 Why does a college need defibrillators in each 7 
dorm? And why is the college recommending regular heart checks 8 
for their students? 9 
Therapists warn that forcing kids to identify their pronouns and 10 
use pronouns for others inconsistent with perceived gender is 11 
psychologically damaging.3 12 
Heritage Foundation released a report analyzing US military 13 
strength and preparedness. Russia has 12,000 missiles, CCP has 14 
14,000, US has — you won't believe it!4  15 
Joaquin Guzman, known as the drug cartel "lord" El Chapo — 16 
arrested a while back starts to canary in his cage. Tells reporters US 17 
will never stop drug cartels until they stop the US and Mexican 18 
politicians and police who are the real power in the Drug Trade.5 19 
What's really going down on our borders? 20 

                                     
1 https://www.humanevents.com/2022/10/20/cdc-to-add-covid-19-vaccines-to-child-immunization-schedule 
2 https://yournews.com/2022/10/15/2434050/florida-state-university-receives-51-new-defibrillators-encourages-the/ 
3 https://www.theepochtimes.com/therapist-forcing-children-to-declare-and-use-pronouns-risks-psychological-
harm_4751382.html?utm_source=Goodevening&src_src=Goodevening&utm_campaign=gv-2022-10-19&src_cmp=gv-2022-10-
19&utm_medium=email&est=eZG5jpi61ENSKZqf1CQ1Zuhx1xcErthNWg27AfmyoLJSGx%2BzTZUHxXyQ3YnvJQ%3D%3D 
4 https://www.brighteon.com/940ebc60-793e-4571-8ffa-97ca8da67063 
5 https://www.businessinsider.com/el-chapo-says-us-mexico-leaders-are-behind-drug-trade-2022-9?op=1 
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Good news—SCOTUS' ruling in New York versus Bruen strikes 21 
down virtually all 2nd amendment infringement laws.6 22 
Well, that's the menu, let's see how much of it we can serve up for 23 
you today — it's time for your Brain Massage.® 24 
[TRUTH] 25 
CDC votes to include COVID shots in the panel of vaccines 26 
recommended for children entering public schools.7 27 
First, CDC cannot require schools to mandate vaccines for 28 
students in order to attend school. It’s a recommendation. CDC 29 
has no legal power. However, we know how this works. Govt. 30 
entities like the CDC provide cover for the politicians to govern 31 
contrary to the will of the people. 32 
It’s ILLEGAL for States to do this with a vaccine that has not been 33 
FULLY APPROVED by the FDA. So, the first question is, has the 34 
emergency authorization been lifted and if so, can we begin the 35 
class action lawsuit against Pfizer, Moderna, J&J and AstraZeneca 36 
right now to compensate the multiple thousands of those who have 37 
suffered miserably from this human trial experiment? 38 
Claims that the FDA gave "full approval" to the Pfizer shot about a 39 
year ago proved to be a LIE — I have the documents, I've looked at 40 
them with my own brown eyes — they approved Comirnaty, which 41 
was not yet being manufactured and that approval was conditioned 42 
upon several tests and so forth — and yet those documents were 43 
used by the Marxist Socialist Media to spread the misinformation, 44 
the propaganda, that Pfizer had "full FDA approval." 45 
I've got copies of these documents in my archives. 46 

                                     
6 https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/20-843_7j80.pdf 
7 IBID: https://www.humanevents.com/2022/10/20/cdc-to-add-covid-19-vaccines-to-child-immunization-schedule 
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So now they are telling us Pfizer's vaccine is now being released as 47 
Comirnaty — and I'm trying to figure out why I should believe a 48 
single thing these lying jackals say?  49 
For example, here is an article dated December 2021, "Looks like 50 
US worked with CCP Military on Gain of Function & Knew of the 51 
COV leak."8 Judicial Watch obtained 221 pages of NIH records 52 
including GRANTS that funneled MONEY to the WUHAN LAB. 53 
Do you believe them when they say they did not know WUHAN 54 
was engaged in gain of function research? Only if you have drunk 55 
deeply into the Kool-Aide and have overdosed on blue pill opiates 56 
— only if you are among those suffering from delirium, 57 
psychological disassociation — and you can no longer differentiate 58 
fantasy from reality, but you are like the nuts that go around 59 
claiming to be Nero, or Napoleon, only with you it's claiming a 60 
man can get pregnant! Otherwise, you are able to see what's right 61 
in front of you—CDC, FDA, NIAID, NIH — they are all a pack of 62 
liars — and let me tell you something — ALL LIARS WILL HAVE 63 
THEIR PART IN THE LAKE OF FIRE THAT BURNS WITH 64 
FIRE AND BRIMSTONE — Revelation 21:8. And in that fire, no 65 
amount of mind bending denial of reality is going to relieve your 66 
wicked lying soul.  67 
Judicial Watch documents the fact that US NIH/NIAID knowingly 68 
worked with the Chinese military. So Fauci was lying when he said 69 
he trusted the Wuhan scientists because they were not CCP 70 
military. But he knew for a fact that the lab was under direct 71 
control of the CCP military. Do you believe Fauci? Right, only if 72 
you're suffering from a blue pill overdose.  73 
Judicial Watch discovered documents from NIH and NIAID that 74 
show two weeks before we were told about the dangerous 75 
coronavirus, Moderna mRNA technology was transferred in a 76 

                                     
8 https://www.independentsentinel.com/looks-like-us-worked-with-ccp-military-on-gain-of-function-knew-of-the-cov-leak/ 
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secret deal to Dr. Baric, Fauci's associate, and the infamous Wuhan 77 
bat lady's partner. Remember, the Baric people are the ones who 78 
demonized anyone that dared say the virus might have resulted 79 
from a lab leak.  80 
But when talking to libs about this, it's just like the Russian 81 
Dossier—Russian collusion is all they could talk about until finally 82 
the TRUTH came out that proves it was all a LIE—they had 83 
dragged us through four years of nonstop LYING about this—then 84 
it's proved to be what Trump said it was all along, FAKE — and the 85 
libs simply switch conversation to another topic. 86 
Same thing here! They hammered on us, 24/7 about the Wuhan lab 87 
leak being a conspiracy theory, they ruined careers, destroyed lives 88 
over allegations of "misinformation" — when all along, they were 89 
the ones perpetrating misinformation, really, FRAUD upon the 90 
American people. 91 
So now we know the truth, and they just switch topics, shuffle 92 
about a bit, and start a whole new propaganda assault on the 93 
American people. These liars and cheats and fakes would not even 94 
admit there was a problem with CCP allowing their citizens to 95 
travel the world at the time after this leak occurred while not 96 
allowing them to travel within CHINA.  97 
Now they are telling us this vaccine is "safe" and "secure" to be used 98 
on children, even infants—and you believe them? Their own 99 
records tell us children are not vulnerable to the COVID disease, 100 
but they want to vaccinate them anyway? Infertility is a major 101 
concern with these vaccines, myocarditus has been documented to 102 
be associated with these shots. 103 
So they change the name, to Comirnaty, and yet also claim 104 
Comirnaty is the "same thing," as the Pfizer BioNTech shots — so, 105 
what is it? You are dealing with liars guilty of the blood of all who 106 
have died from this exercise in "legalized mass murder."  107 
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Remember, first, when questions about calling this gene therapy, 108 
we found out they changed the definition of vaccine in order to 109 
include the mRNA gene therapy shot. Fauci and the govt. medical 110 
establishment has been caught in the lie claiming the mRNA shot 111 
does not manipulate the genome when it has been proved that it 112 
does insert into the cell and cause replication of spike proteins — 113 
this is not your Salks polio vaccine, or even anything remotely like 114 
former flu vaccines — it's all been a lie. This whole thing must be 115 
challenged legally and no parent should be forced to expose their 116 
child to this mess. 117 
In this country, people have the protection of the Constitution for 118 
their inalienable rights. It's illegal for STATES to force vaccinate 119 
students with a vaccine anyway—they have gotten away with this 120 
coercion and compulsion because we let them get away with it, but 121 
they have crossed a line now. They have broken trust! We cannot 122 
believe these people anymore. 123 
What they are trying to do is get the States to provide extended 124 
LEGAL cover from the wave of lawsuits that is building right now 125 
— don’t let them get away with this. 126 
A CLASS ACTION lawsuit must be initiated against the 127 
PHARMAs for their irresponsible and dangerous conduct, and 128 
malfeasance charges must be brought against EVERY 129 
POLITICIAN or govt. connected medical establishment doctor, or 130 
medical professional that advocated for FORCING PEOPLE TO 131 
GET A SHOT WITHOUT THEIR FULL AND INFORMED 132 
CONSENT. They would not even willingly give up information 133 
about these shots — you've been lied to and bullied, and bribed 134 
into participating in a population wide medical experiment, or 135 
something WORSE! 136 
EMPTY THE SCHOOLS — deliver the children from these wicked 137 
and unreasonable people and don’t let them hide from their 138 
responsibility. 139 
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Hold on through the break, my friends — I'll be right back! I'm not 140 
kidding — write to your State representatives, call them, rise up O 141 
People of GOD and speak out against this. They cannot be allowed 142 
to herd your children into their cattle chutes. Protect your children 143 
from these Frankensteins—drag them into court and press these 144 
Pharmaceutical companies for disclosure and make them tell the 145 
TRUTH about this because they have been lying to you! We have 146 
caught them in enough lies already to justify standing up and 147 
saying NO! I DON'T BELIEVE YOU ANYMORE!  148 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 149 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 150 
lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 151 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 152 
liberty. 153 
Here is something to think about while the CA school system is 154 
about to add the COVID shot to required vaccines for your 155 
children to attend school. 156 
Florida State University has procured 51 defibrillators; I 157 
understand they intend to place one in each dorm.9 Why does a 158 
college need defibrillators in each dorm? And why is the college 159 
recommending regular heart checks for their students? 160 
Let's ask Dr. James Olsen, medical doctor. He has been hopping 161 
mad about the young people that are dropping dead since the 162 
COVID jab has been rolled out. 163 
 In less than two weeks time, a 22-year-old college soccer 164 
player was found SUDDENLY DEAD in his dorm room. 165 
 A 17-year-old High School kid SUDDENLY DEAD during 166 
Choir Practice! 167 

                                     
9 IBID: https://yournews.com/2022/10/15/2434050/florida-state-university-receives-51-new-defibrillators-encourages-the/ 
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 Then an 18-year-old College football player SUDDENLY 168 
DEAD. 169 
 A Princeton University student FOUND SUDDENLY DEAD  170 
That's four students found SUDDENLY DEAD in the last two 171 
weeks. 17, 18, 20 and 22. Maybe that's why Florida State University 172 
is alarmed, and wants defibrillators in each dorm, and pushing 173 
students to get regular heart check ups. 174 
 A Lead Video Engineer Brian Muster, found SUDDENLY 175 
DEAD;  176 
 Tristen Nash, son of World Wrestling Entertainment Hall of 177 
famer, Kevin Nash, found SUDDENLY DEAD at 26. 178 
 If you are paying attention, and not sitting hypnotized by the 179 
crazed Trump hating delusional idio-tronic humanoid robots 180 
pumping you full of govt. propaganda, you've seen the videos of 181 
people dropping dead, suddenly DEAD, hundreds of these are out 182 
there — all over the world this is going on! WE MUST DEMAND 183 
ANSWERS. 184 
 LISTEN, parents — if  your child has been a victim of this — 185 
DEMAND AN AUTOPSY — GET A SECOND OPINION ON 186 
THE AUTOPSY, PRESS — GET IN THE FACES OF THESE 187 
LAZY POLITICAL PEOPLE HIRED TO PROTECT US, TO 188 
REPRESENT US, NOT BIG PHARMA, NOT SOROS, we are the 189 
one's paying their salaries! PRESS THE POLICE, THE SHERIFF, 190 
THE CORONER — demand an autopsy — if you DEMAND IT, 191 
they HAVE TO HONOR YOU — press, shout, scream if you have 192 
to. Someone affected by this, STAND UP, SPEAK UP!  193 
DEMAND AN AUTOPSY. 194 
Heritage Foundation released a report analyzing US military 195 
strength and preparedness. Russia has 12,000 missiles, CCP has 196 
14,000, US has 300.10 This cannot be excused by ignorance — this 197 
                                     
10 IBID: https://www.brighteon.com/940ebc60-793e-4571-8ffa-97ca8da67063 
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is malfeasance on a level that can be called nothing short of 198 
TREASON. 199 
Newstarget reports that "US military running out of key munitions 200 
including anti-tank Javelins by gifting them to Ukraine as 201 
production capacity falls."11 Here is an article warning that recent 202 
movements in China suggest shifting to a war footing against US.12 203 
At the same time, some are speculating the China, at least the CCP 204 
in China, is tottering on the brink of collapse.13 Which is a 205 
dangerous combination: CCP interests here in the US are feeling 206 
the shift in public sentiment away from China and away from their 207 
puppet president pretender Joe "Benedict" Biden. They know if 208 
they fail to steal the 2022, it's over! CCP in China are becoming 209 
desperate, they also are reading the writing on the wall, written by 210 
the HAND of GOD in the blood spilled at Tiananmen — be sure 211 
your sins will find you out! I have called upon the LORD to break 212 
the CCP off the backs of the precious Chinese people. O Lord, 213 
HOW LONG WILL YOU LOOK ON? But these forces are 214 
desperate and will do insane things—why do they want an insane 215 
man with his finger near the "button"? I hope the rumors are true 216 
that the "football" is secretly secured from Biden's reach. 217 
Our recruiting numbers are dangerously low, and you don't see 218 
any concern about this beyond window dressing—these lying 219 
traitors know that red-blooded-American patriots, the type that 220 
willingly lay down their lives for their countries, HAVE NO WILL 221 
TO FIGHT IN A QUEER army where it's forced on them, pushed 222 
into their faces constantly, where they are told to deny reality and 223 
play along with this charade — they know exactly who they are 224 
repelling from the military and it's exactly the people they don't 225 

                                     
11 904.4.1-Americas military being gutted in preparation for Chinese military invasion (Email from Brighteon: 10/20/22 America’s 
military being gutted in preparation for Chinese military invasion.) 
12 https://www.himalayaustralia.com.au/2022/05/09/the-lockdown-in-communist-china-foreshadows-the-ccps-preparation-for-war-
against-us/ 
13 https://americanconservativemovement.com/2021/09/21/the-ccps-arms-race-with-the-us-will-lead-to-its-collapse-analysis/ 
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want in their military — straight, Christian, conservatives. They 226 
cannot depend on that sort of soldier to turn their guns against 227 
their own, or to lay down their weapons at the feet of our nation's 228 
enemies — they need people who hate America and hate 229 
Christianity, and hate the Constitution — they need OATH 230 
BREAKERS not oath keepers, they need GOD HATING, 231 
AMERICA DESPISING, warped and demented crazy people 232 
because corrupt people are easier to manipulate and you can get 233 
them to commit TREASON because they have NO LOYALTY. 234 
This administration and those following him and supporting him 235 
know exactly what they are doing. They are weakening America in 236 
preparation for the CCP to attack. 237 
Well, when the enemy comes in like a flood, GOD raises a standard 238 
against that enemy. I've been talking about the GREAT DIVINE 239 
INTERVENTION and trying to help Christians understand it — 240 
how we are the INTERVENTION and we will need to band 241 
together and rise up against this enemy. 242 
Every time I go over Romans 13, and show what is obvious in that 243 
passage it's Christians who stiffen their necks against the truth of 244 
that passage. GOD ordains all power and the only powers that are 245 
are those ordained by GOD — well, have you noticed that Paul, in 246 
Ephesians tells us to WRESTLE AGAINST POWERS — clearly, we 247 
are not called upon to wrestle against the ORDAINED POWERS. 248 
These powers are not included in the powers ordained by GOD for 249 
the specific purpose of executing wrath against evildoers. Any 250 
power that does not execute wrath against evildoers is NOT 251 
ORDAINED OF GOD. 252 
Not every political ruler, like Newsome, for example, is 253 
ORDAINED OF GOD to hold the power he usurps daily. Hosea 254 
complained against Israel because they "set up kings," but, as God 255 
said through the prophet, "not by me." The kings Israel put in place 256 
were NOT ORDAINED OF GOD to serve as ruler over the people. 257 
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The criteria is plain—God's standard bearing king, David, through 258 
him, God said, "He that ruleth over men must be just, ruling in the 259 
FEAR OF GOD" (II Samuel 23:3). No leader in this country, or in 260 
this world, that is unjust, and who does not rule in the FEAR OF 261 
GOD, is a usurper, and if you are paying attention, every single one 262 
of these sorts becomes a TYRANT and an enemy of the natural and 263 
inalienable rights of the PEOPLE. 264 
We look to the SAVIOUR to raise up saviours, champions, who 265 
will rally God's soldiers to defend our liberties. 266 
The Founders spoke as one man on this question—this country 267 
was founded on the principle that all men are created EQUAL and 268 
endowed by their CREATOR with certain inalienable rights—that 269 
when governments become the enemy of these rights, the PEOPLE 270 
are duty bound to resist.  271 
This brings up the whole point of the second amendment—and 272 
sadly, I don't have time to go into it. But understand that the 273 
second amendment is not about the right to shoot a deer for food; 274 
it's about the right to defend your liberties against tyrants. Tyranny 275 
cannot long thrive where the people have the right to defend their 276 
liberties. 277 
SCOTUS' recent ruling in New York versus Bruen strikes down 278 
virtually all 2nd amendment infringement laws.14 Clarence Thomas 279 
wrote the decision and in a vote 6-3, it was ruled that from now on, 280 
second amendment challenges will be examined on the basis of the 281 
simple reading of the text of the Constitution understood within 282 
the historical context in which that language was written—and the 283 
second amendment was written in the context of a people 284 
defending themselves against TYRANTS that rose up within their 285 
own country at that time. Here is the full text of the ruling.15  286 

                                     
14 IBID: https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/20-843_7j80.pdf 
15 https://www.supremecourt.gov/opinions/21pdf/20-843_7j80.pdf 
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In the day the 2nd Amendment was written, the PEOPLE were 287 
guaranteed to the right to be armed equivalent to their army. 288 
Anyway, it's time to close. Thank God the SCOTUS ruled to set the 289 
standard for challenges to our Constitutionally protected right of 290 
self defense will be the plain language of the text understood within 291 
its historical setting. If America wants to change the Constitution, 292 
there is a provision within the LAW for how that is to be done. The 293 
SCOTUS was right on in their decision.  294 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 295 
know if you see them.  296 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 297 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 298 
email. 299 
You can leave a message on our Listener Response Hotline: 300 
805.314.2114. 301 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 302 


